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SUMMA.RY

Data on the thermal performance and the static pressure
drop characteristics of two finned-type exhaust gas and air
heat exchangers are presented. One heater was constructed
of copper and stainless steel, the other was constructed
entirely of an alum inun alloy. TWCI different shrouds were
used in the tests on each exchanger.

The exhaust-gas weight rates used in the tests varied
froin 18C0 lb/hr to 5700 lb/hr, and the ven~ilating-air
weight rates ranged from 1000 lb/hr to 4500 lb/hr. Static
pressure drop measurements were made across the exhaust-
gas and ventilating-air sides of the heater under isothermal
and non—isothermal condit io~s.

The measured thermal outputs and static pressure drops
are compared with predicted magnitudes.

INTRODUCTION

The two finned-type exhaust gas and air heat exchangers
were tested on the large test stand of the Mechanical Engi-
neering Laboratories of the University of California. (See
description of this test stand in reference 1.) These
heaters are designed for use in the exhaust—gas streams of
aircraft engines for cabin, wing, and tail—surface heating
systems.

-mm,.,— ,.,,,,,,, ,,,.-,,,.,,.,,..,.,,.-m.- ,,,...—. ,, a.. _.-----
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The following data were obtained:

1. Weight rates of exhaust gas and ventilating air
through the respective sides of the heat ex-
changer ,

2. Temperatures of the exhaust-gas and vent ilating”-
air at inlet and outlet of heater

3. !l!emperatures of the heater surfaces

4. Static pressure differences across the exhaust-
gas and ventilating-air sides of the heat ex-
changers for isothermal and nOn-isothermal
conditions

This reyort is one Qf a series of advance restricted
reports that describe research being conducted on aircraft
heat exchangers at the University of California under the
sponsorship of the 3Tational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

A.

ACS

Ah

Au

Al

A2

cl?a

cPg

sIW30;s

area of heat transfer; and cross-sectional area of
one fin; ft2

cross—sectional area of flow for either fluid, ft2

cross—sectional area of fiow for either tluid, meas-
ured within the heate~, fta

area of heat transfer measured over the unf inned sur-
faces, fta

cross-sectional area of flow taken at the
sure measuring station, ft2

cross-sectional area of flow taken at the
sure measuring station, ft2

inlet pres —

outlet pr es-

heat capacity of air at co~stant pressure, Btu/lb ‘Y?

heat capacity of exhaust gas at constant pressure,
Btu)lb ‘1?

..._
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hydraulic diameter , ft

unit thermal convect ive conductance (average with
length), Btu/hr fta 03’

unit thermal convective conductance for the venti—
lat ing air (average with length) , Btu/hr ft~ ‘J?

unit thernal convective conductance for the exhaust
gas (average with length) , Btu/hr ftz ‘1’

unit thermal convective conductance over the Q@uQ
surfaces of the air side using the hydraulic di-
ameter D as the significant dimension in equation
(6), (average wi$h length), Btu/hr ft2 ‘F

(fcA)e “effectiven thermal conductance of a finned surface,
13tu/hr 03’

(fcA),. thermal conductance of the unfinned portion of the_.-————.—.
finned surface, Btu/hr ‘F .

g

G

Gu

k

K

1

L

n

1?

qa

gravitational force yer unit of mass, lb/(lb ~ecz/f*)

weight rate of fluid per unit of area, lb/hr ft2

weight rate of fluid per unit of area taken at a
section over the unf inned surface, lb/hr ft2

thermal conductivity of fin material, Btu/hr ft2 (°F/ft)

isothermal pressure drop factor defined by the equa-

tion y = x ‘=
2g

significant dimension in equations for fc along a
flat plate; and the length of a fluid passage
measured from the entrance, ft

length of a fin projecting into fluid stream, ft

number of fins on either side of heater

heat transfer perimeter of one fin (parallel to %a,se
of fin) on either side of heater, ft

measured rate of enthalpy change of vent ilating air ?..
Btu/hr or k Btu/hr (= 1000 Btu/hr)’

—--..—— — —. .—- r -—
‘k Btu designates kilo Btu

.,..,-,
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~g

T~v

!ri~o

T1

Tz

Um

u

(U.4)

w

w~

‘g

Y

Yl

Al?

A~a!

APgt

measured rate of entnalpy change of exhaust gas ,
Btu/hr or k l?tu/hr (= 1000 Btu/hr)

arithmet ic aver~g’e m’ix”ed‘mein a%solute temperature
Tz + T2 OR

of fluid —---
2’

mixed-mean absolute temperature of fluid for iso—
thermal pressure drop tests, ‘R

mixed-mean alsolute temperature of fluid at entrance
section (point 1), ‘R

mixed-mean absolute temperature of fluid at exit
section (point 2}, ‘R

mean velocity of fluid at ninimum cross-sectional
area of fluid passages , ft/sec

over-all unit thermal conductance, Btu/hr ft2 ‘1?

over-iill thermal conductance, Btu/hr ‘1’

weight rate of fluid, lb/hr

weight rate of ventilating air, lb/hr

weight rate of exhaust gas, lb/hr

weight density of fluid, lb/ft3

weight density of fluid at entrance to heating sec-
tion (point 1), lb/ft3

static pressure drop, lb/fta

static pressure drop (heater plus ducts) on venti-
lating-air side, inches H20

static pressure drop (heater plus ducts) on exhaust-
gas side, inches HaO

Apduct isothermal static pressure drop across inlet and
outlet ducts of the air shroud or of the heater

lb/ft2 (4P[ duct = inches Iia O)
. . .. . . ---
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isothermal static pressure drop across the heater
passages only, ~h/ft2 (AP:htr = inches H20)

total isothermal static pressure drop across heater
and ducts at temperature Tisot 13/fta

(AP’ iso = inches H20) -

isothermal friction factol* defined by the equation

AP
T

= g +’+;.

mean temperature difference for cross~~ow asde--
fined by e~uatiou (43) of reference 2, 03’

viscosity of fluid, lb eea/ft2

mixed—mean temperature of ven~~lating air at en—
trance section (yoint 1), ~

mixed.-mean temperature of ventilating air at exit
section (point 2), 03’

nixed-mean temperature of exhaust gas at entrance ,. .
section (point 1), 02?

mixed-mean temperature of exhaust gas at exit sec—
tion (point 2), 03’

heater effectiveness for crossflow used in equa-
tion (46) of reference 2

Reynolds number = GD/3600 Vg

Subscripts

a

c

Cs

e

~

h, htr

ventilating-air side

convective conductance

cross-sectional areas

“effective!!

exhaust-gas

heater

thermal conductance

side
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I

iso isothermal conditions

non-iso non—isothermal conditions

u unfinr.ed surfaces

x Cross flow

DESCRIPTION 011 Tll13HEATl?JRS AND OF TH3! TEST IifGPROCEDUR3?J

The finned-type heat exchangers tested were sx.Qu–
flow units with longitudinal fins in the exhav.st-ga,s side
and with short strip fins (5/32 in. deep) of 0.045—inch
thickness on the air sid~. (See figures 1 to 5.)

One heater consists of a folded stainless-steel shell,—.—~ ——.-.————..—..
the folds forming the longitudinal fins in the exhaust–gas
side. Strips of co~per which are attached (brazed) inside
these folds, form the fins on the air side. The strips are
cut at approximately 5/32-inch intervals and the sections
twisted so that the fins are parallel to the flow of air.
The strip fins on the ventilating-air side are la inches
long and the longitudinal fins on the exhaust–gas side are
la inches long and 13+ inches &eep (along the length of the
heater) with tapering ends. There are .27fins on the ex-
haust—gas side and 62 fins per row (27 rows) on the air
side, giving a total of 1674 fins on the air side,

The other heater consists of a folded aluminu.m-allo~...————_——
shell, the folds again forming longitudinal fins in the
exhaust—gas side. Strips of aluminum alloy are attached
(welded) in the folds, cut at approximately 5/32-inch in-
tervals and twisted so that they are parallel to the air
stream. The fins on the air side are l% inches long ar.d
those on the gas side are l& inches long, the over–all
depth of the gas-side fins being 13~ inches. Since there
are 26 fins on the gas side and an average of 58 fins per
row (26 rows) on the air side, the total,num’ber of fins
on the air side is 2508 fins.

Il..-.-.

Of the two air shrouds used on loth heaters, one,
referred to as UC—1, was designed to give full- cross flow
cha,racterist ics ; whereas the other, referred to as A—7,

ttCharact eristics.was designed to give “cir cumf erent iaz-f low
‘The latter shroud iS a crossflow unit with inlet and outlet
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ducts which are parallel to the heat exchanger. The inlet
duct contains vanes which change the direction of flow of
the ventilating air, bringing $t perpendicular to the heat
exchanger. The shnoud then guides the ventilatingair
around the heat exchanger for almost 360°. This ty~e af
flow will be termed circumferential flow. Diagrams and
photographs of these heaters and shrouds are shown in fig-
ures 1 to 50

Calibrated square–edge orifices were used for the
measurements of the weight rates of the exhaust gas and
ventilating air.

l?he temperatures of the exhaust gas were measured
with traversing shielded therinocouples. Unshielded trav-
ers ing thermocouples were employed for the measurement of
the ventilating-air temperatures.1

‘l’enyerat-~resof the heater surfa~es were measured at
several points near the entrance to the heater. Static
pressure-drop measurement were made across the ventilat—
in.g-air and exhaust-gas sides of the heaters. Two taps,
180° apart , were installed at each static pressure measur—
ing station. Heat transfer and pressure drop data for the
two heat exchangers using the two air shrouds are presented
in tables Z to X. Plots of these data as functions of the
weight rates of the ventilating air and exhaust gas are
presented in figures 6 to 19.

Oi) Ol?ANALYSIS

Heat Transfer
. ..

.

The thermal output of the heater was determined from
the enthalpy change of the ventilating air:

~a = Wa, C
Pa ‘Ta2 - ‘al) (1)

‘ia‘Lwich:.C3?a was evaluated at the arithmetic average venti-

lating-air temperature as an approximation. A plot of qa
--——---——----——.———.— — —.

lBecause this thermocouple was not shielded froa radiation
to the relatively cooler duct walls , the measured tempera–
tures are slightly lower than the true air temperature. A
calculation shows the error to be Less than Z percent of the
temperature rise of the air as it passes through the heater.



af;ainst ti for constant values of the exhaust-LTas rate
(tt,Y) is saown in fipurss 6 to g.

For the exhaust-cas side of the heater:

(2)

The over-all thermal conductance (TjA) l.~asevalna,ted
from the expression.

~.~ = (UA) A tnx (3)

where Atmx, is the mean effective tem?eratu.re difference
for crossflow of fluids. This term is sho~rn ::ra~~hic~.lly
in reference 2 as a fur}ction of the terninal temperatures
of the exhaust g,as and ventilating a,ir.

Ths varia+,ion of (UJ.j w ith ~~r
a and i:{ith 1?~ is

shown iilfi::-nres 10 to 13. The thermal outpll.tof ;he
heater for values of Atlnx ot’ner t:j.a.nthose Y,sed here

may he predicted by detsrminin~ (VA) s,t the desired
weitqht i“ateS from fi~ures 10 to 1? and ~.$!.i?~these magnit-
udes in equation (3).1

----- ----- .-

‘“A)=(zx;”;i-tag (4)

v as used (reference 2, equnt ion 47).

The terms (fcA)ee and (fr-k)eg (the effective therfi:ai
conductaac~s for finned ~~lrf~,ce~ in the air and ,w,s sides
of the heater, respectively) a,re d~te.rmined frcn the equn-
tion [refersnce 2, e~u.at ion (35)]:------- ------- ---------- ------ ------- _______________ ______----
lTl?is method. of correction. does not take cofin.iqa.nce of the
variation of (UA) llritb~the tem-oerature of tk.e fluids

(fc cc TavO’ag6 )0 For a. mors com?~lete n.ethod.of correction
of (UA), see appendix A.

1. —.. .—. . __ 4!a-
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—.. + fcu Au (5)

where n is the number of fins, fc the unit thermal
convective conductance along the fin, 1? the perir~eter
of the fin (parallel to base of fin), k the thermal con-
ductivity of the fin material, A the cross-sectional
area o f the fin, L the length of the fin (projection
of fin into fluid stream), Au the unfinned heat trans-
fer area, and fCu the unit thermal conductance over the

unf inned surface.

The unit thermal convective conductance fea and

fcg on the ventilating-air and exhaust-gas sides were

evaluated fron the fol iowing equations:

(a) ~or the ventilating-air sides (see reference 2)

1. Unfinned surfaces

G:”a
“1.la = 5,56 X 10-4 T;<ge —

Q
0.2

2. Finned surfaces (see reference 2)

(6)

(7)

(%) I?or the eXhaust-gas sides: (finned and unfinned
surface) (see reference 2)..

~o.e
fcg = 5.56 X 10-4 T::96 ---~ (1+1*1+- ) .(8)

D

In these equations D is the hydraulic diameter, Z
is the depth of the firis in the directian of fluid flow,
and G and Gu are the weight rates per unit of area
corresponding to the cross-sectional areas at the sections
concerned; ti~at is, the finned and unf inned surfaces,
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~gu~,t ions 1 (6) ar.d (8) are valid for the calculation
of th~ unit thermal conductance fc fo~ forced convec-

tion in smooth straiGht ducts, but they are applied here
as- an a~nroximtation, inasmuch as little is known alout
tp.e relation bstween the mechanisms of fl~zi(iand heat flow
when the t~l.rbuleuce is ‘of the t:~?>ooccasioned by Iarfle
$ddies. Eq.uationl (7) is valid for the detcr~ination of
the unit thermal co~ductailc~ fc alon[q a flat plat~ in
the re~ion downstream from the :~oint where the flo’i in the
retarded layer alon~ the pl,ate has changed from laminar
to turbulent flow. This equation is a-pplicabls here he-
ca.use with great turbalenco in the stream the point of
transition from a laninar to a turbulent boundary layer
approaches the front ed~e of the Tlate, thus making the
fraction of heat transferr:’.d throuch the ’laminar boU.i~da~+Y
layer sma,ll in comparison with that transferred throuflh
the turbulent boundary layer (wi~ich extends over tlls ,*e-
r~.a,inderof the plate).

1. Air side

The ~1.ilitthermal cor.ductancc alo~~: the surface be-
tween the fin ro!!s

Avsra.;;e tem~cra,ture T:,3,1r =
cl~ + l:,g
---- .—_ - + 460 = 591° R

~

.4CS
Hydraulic diameter II=4X ---- ------ ---- --

V]ettfsd perimeter

----------- ---—---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- --—-- -



.

fcua = 5.56 X 10-4 (591) 0s296 (8160)0”8——
... ..... . .. (0..226):2.

= 6.64 Btu/hr fta ‘1?

U~finned heat transfer area ~ Aua = 1.91 ft2

then (fcA)ua = 12.’7 Btu/hr 01

(3) Finned. surface and unf inneci surface

The effective th.ern,~l conductance

.—

(fcA)ea = n J~&—PY tanh ~ ~~
1

L + (fcA)ua

The unit thernal condv.ctance along the f ins (turbu-
lent b~undary layer)

Weight rate per unit area between fins

Wa
G=—

2650 lb/hr
A~s

- = 8770 lb/hr ft2
= 0.302 ft2

(cross-sectional area (Acs) is taken as that be-
tween fins)

The de~th of tins in direction of air flow

1 = 0.0130 ft (5/s2 in.)

so fca = 9.36 X 10-4 (591)0”ags
(8770)0”s——

(0.0330)0’2

= 21.2 Btu/hr $ta ‘1?
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IWnber of fins n = 1508

Perineter of one fin p = 0.0337 ft,—..

Thermal conductivity of fin material

k= 135 Btu/hr ft2
()

‘F
R

Cross–sectional area of one fin A = 4.87 X 10-5 ftz

Length of ’one..ft~ L = 0.104 ft

The effective $hqxa~l co$~ductance on air side is:

(f~-A.)e~=

1508
.-. -. —-

/21.~xo.0337°
taah

J
—.

135X 4.87 X 10–5
0.104+(fcA)ua

(fcA)ea = 82.4 + 12.’7 = 95.1 Btu/hr ‘Y

2. ~xha,ust–gas side

The effective thermal conductance

-—

(fc.A)eg = nfic P k A ta.nhr ~
—.— -——

~ If L 1+fc Au
g

Unit thernal conductance

Average temperature Tav . ~ti~
2

+ 460 = 1380 °’”R

2050 lb/12r.—-
0.109 ft~

~ydraulic d~a~eter D s 4 x

=4X

= 18,800 lb/hr ft2

.4CS
-— .

tvetted perimeter

Qd.a = 0.0674 ft
6.48
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Depth of fins t = Oj940 ft

13

,
i)’... ,. . )(1 -i-1*1T = 1.08

\

fcg = 5.56 X 10-4 (13$30)0”296 X (18’,800)0”8
(0,0674 )FZ- ‘1”08

= 23.0 Btu/hr ft2 ‘1’

Heat transfer ~F$~ fi~tween fins Au = 1.39 ft=

Number of fins n=26

Heat transfer perime$or of one fin P = 1.9i ft

Thernal conductivity of fin material

:7 ~%’\..L = 155 Btu/hr ft~ ~—,
{f t,)

Cr0ss—moeCt iOnal area of one fin A = ().()123ft~

Length of fin L = 0.099 ft

(f’cA)ug = 23. OX1. Z9 = 3.20 Btu/hr O)?

(f~~)~
G

——. —..—.. _____
26~23. Gxl.91x15.5XG.0123 tanh

f

— -.
= ~3Lo.~X 0.099 + 23. OX I.39

1.55X 0.0123

= 105 + 32

= 237 Btu/hr ‘T

3. Over-all thernal conductance

= 56.3 Btu/hr 03’

The value of (UA) obtained fror~ the laboratory data
was (see fig. 10).



(UA ) . + 46, go0 Btu/hr= ------------- =
mx

59s3 Dtu/hr ‘1?
790° F

where Atmx is the effective mean temperature

difference for crossflow. A Crayilical solution
Ltmx, based. on the terminal temperatures of the

exhaust gas and ventilating air, is presented in
figure 31 of reference 2.

Pressure 3rop

Isothermal ~ressure i,ron.--- ---- -.- -------- --___

TF,e isothermal static pressure drops across the
air side of the h-eaters were calc~~.lated in the
followinc F.an::er:

(a) For heat?rs with UC-1 shroud:

The st~.tic mressure drop in the ducts of the
shroud (el?trance au.d exit sections) Vas
nea,sured at d~ffcrent air r,ates (see ref-
erence ~, table VII), and ttien a lo,Tarith-
r.ic ‘nl~t of ApdlJcts a<;ainst i,J

a dWas LISe
to obtain A?d.,,ct ~ at a~.y fiven wei~~ht.
ra,tg. This valus of AP&ucts w:+,s sub-
tracted <rem Al? the sum of the staticiso?
.pr~ssure drcp across the Iieatar alone:

(9)

A !(head loss coefficientr~ (K) for the shroud
‘./ascomputed from e~-L~atiO~l(10) belov, i.n
order to evaluate the effect of the complex
flow pattern which exists on. the air side:

Ap~t~. 2
‘m----- = K ---

Y 2g
(10)

The value of j: wa,s computed (see table V)
to be about 3.5 for the cop?el--stainless
ste3S >-eater a,-ndQ.g for the aluminum-alloy



heater (see references 3, 4, and 5 for
corresponding values for otlier heaters).

. ,,
(%) For heaters with the A–7 shroud:

!IWe shape of this shroud was so complex that
the pressure drop in the ducts alone could
not be obtained readily, and consequently
a head loss coefficient was calculated
on the basis of the over-ail static pres—
sure drop measured across the unit (ducts,
shr oud , and ‘heater). The value of K
(see table V) was computed to be approxi-
mately 7.9 for the copper-stainless steel
heater and 6.1 Ior tho aluminun-alloy
heat~r .

2. Zxhnust-gas side

The isothermal static yressure drops across tlie
exhaust-gas sides of the heaters were obtained
as follows:

(a) The static pressure drop a,cross the inlet a,nd
outlet ducts of the gas side (approxiu.atel:>
1/3 the aagnitude of tke over-all static
pressure drop) was measured as a function of
the weight rate. These values of aPd~ct s
were then nsed to obtain the static pres-
sure drop across the heater alone, accord—
ing to the equation:

wher e 4~is~ is the over—all measured

static pressure drop. The values for
APhtr are given in table VI, and those

for APiso are plotted in figures 18
and 19 .

A ‘head loss coefficient defined to include
both friction and other losses WaS computed
on the basis of eqwation (10). The value
of K was of the order of 0.67 for the
exhaust-gas side of each heater.

An attempt Was made to predict the static
pressure drop across the gas side of
the heater alone. The procedure fol:-”.
‘lowed was to comjpte the frictional
pressure drop in the heater by use of a
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suitable friction factor (~)
draulic diametei+ (D) and a ~ea~ ~~~gth
( 1) in the Weisbach- equation:

(11)

Then, the contraction and expansion losses
caused by the changes in area due to the
yresence of fins were o%tained by use of
the equation (similar to equation 11):

(12)

where K is a head loss coefficient the
value of which was ap~roximated %y consider-
ing it as the coeff~cient for sudden :
changes in area. The sum of all ‘tJle.sepr~
iicted pressure drops was then conparcd
with the e~poriaental value of APhtr
obtained according to equation (9).

For the copper—stainless steel heater the agreement
between these predicted values and the experimental values
Obt.aill@dfrom equation (9) was within approximately 25
percent, and the agreement was within 10 percent in the
case of the aluninur,-~.iloy heater.

lion-i sothernal~ressure dro~.– The non–isothermal-——...__,,___ ___ —
static pressure drop across the air and gas sides of the
heat exchangers was predicted from the isothermal measure-
ments by neans of equation (54), reference 2:

(13)

in which APiso is the ineas-dred over-all isothermal static
pressure drop at the temperature !Ciso; TZ and T2 a? e

the mixed-mean a%solute teaperntures of the fluid at the
iniet and outlet of the heater , respect ively; TPWT is
the arithmetic average of TI and T2; w is the fluid
weight rate; YI is the weight density evaluated at tem-
perature T* Of the fluid at the inlet to the heater; ~
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Ah is the cross—sectional area of flow within the heater;

A% is the cross—sectional area at the inlet pressure meas —
ur$ng. stat ion; and A2 is the cross-sectional area of flow
at the outlet Tres sure measuring station.

A comparison of measured and predicted non-i sother~lal
static ‘pressure drops across each side of the respective
heaters is presented in tables VII to X and is shown graph-
ically in figures 14 to 19.

DISCUSSION

The results of the tests on the two finned–type heat
exchangers are shown graphically. The results obtained
for the copper-stainless steel heater are sho?m in fig-
ures 8, 9, 12, 13, 16, 17, and 19? and those for the
aluminum-alloy heater are shown in figures 6, 7, 10, 11,
14, 15, e,nC~18. Xa,ch heater was tested using the circum-
ferential-flow shroud (designated as A-7 in the figures)
and the full—cross flow shroud (designated as UC—1 in the
figures).

The corresponding physical dimensions of the two
heaters are approximately equal (see f igure 5) . The main
difference is that the i:letalsused in the construction of
the heaters have dissir~ilar ther~lal conduct iv iti es. Thei*~
are differences, also, in the nur.ber of fins on each ht?at-
er; .a.ntl,furthermore, the fins on the exhaust–gas side of
the copper-stainless steel. heater taper more sharply at
the ends than do those of the aluminum-alloy heater [see
figure 5).

The two shrouds exhibit differences not only in con-
f igurat ion and in flow characteristics, but also in the
cross-sectional areas of flow: the area of the circum-
ferential-flow air shroud (A–7) being 0.0985 ft’ and
that of the full cross—flow air shroud (UC-1) %eing
0,262 ft2. A further difference, of course, is that tke
flow path for the circumferential-flow air shroud is twice
as long as that for the full-cross flow shroud.

,,.

Heat Transfer

Because of the similarity of construction of the two
heaters, examination of the data should reveal what effect

_ . .:.,
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the variation of the conductivity by the use of different
metals and variation of the configuration of the air shrouds
has uyon the performance of the unit . This information can.
%e obtained fron. a comparison of results taken from the
data at a particular weight rate of exlhaust gas and venti-
lating air.

Heat e.r Air shroud ii.? Wa (UA) Pa Pg-— ——--------
(lb?hr ) (lb/hr) (Btu/hr%) (in.H,O) (in.HaO’)

Copper-stainless
steel A–7 5650 2500 i40 20.0 15.0

. .. Uo-1 56!50 2500 85 ● 1.92 15.0

Aluminum-ailoy A-7 5660 2500 100 10.0 16.2

u c-1 5650 2560 ’72 1.68 16.2

Tile foregoing table is not the correct basis for com-
parison because the temperatures of the exhaust gas wilich
obtained during the tests on the copper-stainless steel
heater were higher than those which obtained during the
tests on the alu~linum.—,all.oy P.eater (1600° as against 1000° T).
Because of this difference in the average fluid temperature
on the gas sides , the values of (UA) should be correct ed,z
but it can “oe shown (see appendix A) that the correction
for this difference in the average tea~erature of each
fluid is of such a magnitude that any conclusions drawn
from an inspection of the foregoing table would not be in-
valid ateci by its appl icat ion..

Comparison of heater~. - The results shown in the..__4______ _____
foregoing indicate that the over-ali thermal conductance
(UA) of the copper-stainless steel heater using the A-7
shroud is 40 percent greater than that of the aluninum-
alloy heater using the sa~ie shroud.
-— .—- -- .---—.——a

‘i? ’remequation (3) it is evident that the tern (U.4) is
independent of the mean effective teriperature ~~ference
Atux. It is, however, a function of the avere,ge fluid—
teup eratur e on each side of the ileater inasmuch as it is
a function of the unit thermal conductance on each side
of the heater (the unit thermal conductance fc varies
with the 0.296 power of the absolute temperature for tur-
bulent flow in ducts and over flat plates).

I ..-
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The difference in the over-all thernal conductance
of the two heaters (when using the same shroud) lies nain—

,. —-.ly in the difference of the thermal conduct ivities of the
netals tis.ed in the construction of the heaters (the thernal
conductivity of copper is about 36 percent greater than
that of alu~ inun , while the thermal conductivity of alumi—
num is about ten tines that of stainless steel), but the
differences in cross-sectional areas of fluid flow, number
of fins on either side of each heater, the respective di-
mensions of these fiqs , and the difference in the average
temperatures of the $luids (due to a difference in the
inlet temperature of “the eX~aust gas) n.ust also be con-
sidered (the unit tkeam~,l ooaduetance fc var ie”s as

Ya$”==G).

Inspection of the %~ermal conductance of the two
heaters using the cirewmferent ial-flow (A-7) shroud,-— .— —
which are show~.,in figures 11 and 13, reveals a 40 per—
cent increase in the~nal conductance obtained with the
copper-stainless steel heater. An increase of al)out 16
percent, as seen from the predictions, can be ascribed to
the differences nent ioned previously. The relative ef-
fect upon the heat transfer, of the difference in the
cross-sectional areas of flow can be estinated by refer—
ence to table V, which, shows a u,uch higher pressure drop
for the heater-shroud combination with the snaller cross-
sectional area. Inclusion of the heat transfer by radia-
tion and the hee.t transfer through the stainless steel of
the fins (both neglected in the prediction; see appendix
B for a discussion of the latter) would account for ap-
proximately another 14 percent of this difference.

T!he over-all thermal conductance of the copper–stain-
less steel heater usiw the UC-L shroud is about 18—— ..
percent greater th~=that of the aluminum–alloy heater
using the same shroud (see preceding table). The pre–
dictions, based on equation (5) , indi cat e that an increase
of about 14.5 percent can be ascribed to the differences
in heater construction, mentioned in the ~.receding para–
graph. Consideration of the contribution of radiant heat
transfer would decrease the discrepancy, of course. When
tile circumferential-flow (A-7) shroud was used on the
copper—stainless steel heater sone of the brazing in the
folds of the heater melted and drained out, Consequently,
the heater performance was impaired when the heater was
tested later using the full–crossflow shroud. The de-
crease in heat transfer due to this loss of brazing is the
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reason for the apparent closer prediction of the perform-
ance of this heater when tested with the full- cross flow
shroud,

Comparison of air shrouds. – Comparison of the over–.—..—. ..
all therr~al conductance obtained with each heater as a
function of the two shrouds indicates that the circun—
ferentiai-tlow shroud has better thernal characteristics
than the full–crossflow shroud. This is to be expected
because the snallor cross-sectional area in the circun–
ferential-flo~r shroud produces a higher weight rate per
unit area, resulting in an increase of the unit thermal
conductance (dec,rease of the thcrual resistance) on the
side with the controlling theraal resistance. For the .
copper—stainless steel heater, the thernal conductance
obtained with the circux:ferential-fl ow shroud is about
65 percent greater than that ohtairied ~~ith the full—cross-
flow shroud. For the aluminum–-alloy heater , however , the
theri~al conductance obtained with the circur~ferent ial-
flow shroud is about G9 percent greater than that obtained
with the full—crossflow shroudol This increase in the
therual conductance is not the sane for both heaters,
nainly because, as mentioned previously, sone of the braz—
ing in the folds of the copper—stainless steel heater
Jnelted and drained out of the folds during the runs while
using the circur.lferential—flow shroud. Thus , tile per-
fornancc of the heater during the runs with the full—
cross flow shroud was adversely affected.

I?redicted merfor~l=nces...—- _____ ,. .— The predictions nade for
the copper-stainless steel heater using the A-7 shr ~ud
are On the average within 18 percent of the rleasured
values, indicating that the nethod used (see appendix B)
is satisfactory for the prediction of the performance of
conposite (bimetallic) fins. !17hcpredictions for this
beater using the UC–1 shroud are, on the average, with-
in 14 percent of the neasured values .

The accuracy of the predictions of the heat transfer
of this heater cmn be increased if consideration 3.sgiven ‘tothe
effect bf gaseous radiation and radiant exchange between ,.

1.

——__ ———— —-—— —. —.-

lIt should be noted, however, that the isothermal pressure
drop on the air side, using the circumferential-flow air
shr oud, is several tiaes that of the full—crossflow air
shroud when they are used oli either of the two heaters
(see discussion of the pressure drop).

2“.
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heater surface (about 7 percent increase in the value of
(UA)) and the heat transfer through the stainless steel
yorrtion of the fins (about 7 percent increase in the
value of “(UA)),

The aluninum-alloy heat exchanger did not present
the difficulties accompanying the analytical treatnent
of cor.lyosite fins and consequently the predictions of the
thernal -perforr.lancewere acconplishecl with greater ac-
curacy. The average deviation of the predicted over–all
conductance fron the measured vaiues was, on the average,
less thail 3 percent using the cricu~ferential-flow shroud
and, on the average, about 8 percent using the full-cross—
flow shroud.

Isothermal Pressure Drop

Pressure dro~along the gas side.- The pressure drop——-——— ___
.aQros8 the exhaust-gas s ide of the copper-stainless steel
heater is about 60 ~ercent of that across the exhaust-gas
side of the aluninum—alloy heater. This is due, no doubt,
to the greater cross-sectional area of flow of the coyper-
stainless steel heater. The predictions of the isothermal
pressure drop were within 8 -percent of the neasured value
in the case of the alu~:inu.n—alloy heater, and within 30
percent of the noasured value in the case of the copper-
stainless steel heater. The pressure loss coefficient K,

M? .1s0defined by —
Un 2

Y“KT;’
was about 0.68 for the alumi-

num-alloy heater and about 0.63 for the copper-stainless
steel heater.

Pressure dr.o~alo.ng th~~ir sidq.- For the same weight—————.-—.——— —-— —
rate ef ventilating air, the pressure drop using the cir-
cunferential-flow shroud was about ten times that using the
full-crossflow shroud in the case of the aluninum-alloy
heate’r and al)outsj.xtams the latter in the case of the
copper-stainless steel heater. The differences in the %e-
havior of the two air shrouds can be ascribed to the dif-
ference in cross—sectional areas of flow, and also to the
increased losses caused by the turning characteristics of
the circumferential-flow shroud and to the difference in
the length of the flow path~. It must be kept in mind,
however, that thp use of the circumferential-flow shroud
made possible an increased heat transfer performance.
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Non-isothermal Pressure Drop

The Prediction of the non–isothermal static-pressure
dro~ fror.1the measured isothermal pressure drop, by means
of equation (54) of reference 2, was successful in every
case. (See. figures 14 to 19. )

Heater Surface Temperatures

The naxinum heater t eaperatur es recorded (therno–
couple located at tip of exhaust—gas side fin near gas
inlet ) during the runs on the aluminun.-alloy heater (inlet
gas ter.lperature ~ 1000° l’) were 780° ‘E us irig the ‘circun-
ferential-f’low shroud and 867 0 3’ using the full- cross flow
shroud. This difference can be traced to the different
flow areas of the shrouds (0.114 for the circua#’erential-
flow shroud, 0.302 for full–crossflow shroud).

The naxinun heater ter~perature recorded (thermocouple
at tip of exhaust-gas side fin) during the runs on the
copper-stainless steei heater ( inlet gas temperature
~ 1600° 3’) was 1310° 1?using the full cross flow shroud. No
surface temperature dta.ta were taken on this heater when
using the circumf erent ial-flow air shroud.

CONCLUS IOITS

1. The over–all thermal conductance of the copper–
stainless steel heater was fron 20 to 40 percent greater
than the value for the alur~inun-alloy heater.

2. !l?heover--all therual conductance of the heaters,
when using a circumferential--flow air shroud, was from
40 to 65 percent greater than the values obtained when
using a full- cross flow air shroudi

3. The non-isothermal and isothermal static pressure
drop for this circumferential flow air shroud was from
six to tern times that of the full—crossflow shroud.

4. The prediction of the thermal performance was
within 18 percent of the measured value for the copper-
stainless heater and was within 8 percent for the alumi-
num-alloy heater.

University of California,
$erkeley, Cali$, , Pecember 3943.

I -. .. “536
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APPENDIX A

The .rat.e.of heat transfer of a certain heater at fixed
fluid rates is altered when the temperature of either fluid
is changed because

(a) The heat rate is a function of the mean tempera-
ture difference (Atmx) ‘between the two
fluids and

(b) !i?heunit thermal conductance varies with the
0.296 power of the a%solute temperature of
the fluid. (See equations (6), (7), and (8). )

The correction 02 the heat rate necessary because of
items (a) anti (’b) in the foregoing can be niade according
to equation (46) of reference 2:

(14)

where the term q is the ““heater effectiveness ‘ forx
crossflow of fluids and is the ratio of the temperature
rise of the air to the tem~crature difference between the
gas and air at the heater inlet,

The heater effectiveness , cpx, is a function of the over—

all thermal conductance (U.4) , of the fluid rates, and of
the heat capacities of the fluids (see chart, fig. 34 of
reference 2).

If it is desired to predict the heater output at the
different inlet temperature conditions wheb it is known
for a given set of conditions, then the foregoing correc-
tions must be made.

The correction because of (a) alone may be obtained,
as an approximation, by determining cpx for the value of

the conductance (UA) at the original temperature fondi-
tions$ on the basis that (UA) and (consequently) Vx
do not change rapidly as the temperature of the fluids is-.
varied.
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The correction because of (3) can also be made using
the corrected heat transfer rate from (a) to compute the
new average temperatures for the ventilating—air and ex-
haust-gas sides. ‘These values are used to calculate the
new unit thermal cond.uctances ,on each side of the heater.
On the basis of these unit thermal conductance, a new
over-all conductance of the heater is calculated. Then a
better approximation of cpx is obtained and a new qa

computed from equation (14). Usually the change in (UA)
(due to item b) is small (fc m !av 0.296) and the firSt

approximate ion to qa (that from the foregoing item (a) is
sufficiently close.

Examp.~,e.?—— ..—

Compute the new over-all thermal conductance for the
copper—stainless steel heater using the circumferential—
flow (A-7) shroud, when the inlet gas temperature is
lowered from 1600° I’ to 970° I’.

The following data are obtained from the predicted
curve of figure 13:

Wa = 2000 lb/hr

‘g = 5650 lb/hr

(TJA) = 110 Btu/hr ‘1?for Ti%l = 1600° l?, ‘al =950’J7

Desired:

(U4} for ‘gl = 970°’F, Ta = p~o y
1

Postulate further that CPa = 0.242 Btu/lb ‘~,

CPg = 0.2’71 Btu/lb ‘1?

Obtain a new qa$ using the following equation

(reference 2) which is based on inlet tempera-
ture conditions:.

qa = ~ra ~
Pa ‘Tg~ – ‘al) qx

= 2000 X 0.242 X (970–95) xO.197

= 82,700 Btu/hr

3Y use of this new Clas the new average tempera-

tures are obtained on the air and gas sides.

.4$
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q~ = ‘;acpa (Ta2ATa1) = qg = Wgcpg (Tg —Tg )
1 2

T
--- !t~

—---- +T=-* -.. 82700_
La2

+ 95 = 272° F
~VacPa

al 2000 X 0.242

‘f?2 = Tcfi
Qg 827’00

‘1 -— =970-—--
%C2G

= 916° I’
5650 X 0.2’71

Ta(av) =

Tg( n,v ) =

~ 0.296
-a =

272 + 95—- = 184° l!’; T~(av) = 644° R
2

9’70 + SlJ6
- - 943° I’; Tg( av)

2
= 1400° R

(644) 0”296 = 6.79

(1400 )””ago = 8.55

Thern2.1 conductance

Air side

1 ..Unfitined surface

(6)
o.E!

f~ =U a
5.56 X 10–4 Ta;ngG “P”,~0.:?

Gu=A~= *O-= 18,200 lb/hr ft2; GuO-s= 2560
c.s 0.110

f
% a

= 5.56X 10”4X6.79X~6~
0.730

= 11.4 Btu/hr ft2 ‘I’

(f~A.)ua = 11.4 x 1.68 = 19.1 Btu/hr ‘1?

&.
I
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2, Finned surface

,.—.:

Ga0”8
“a ...._= 9,36 X 10-4 ‘: T~O*ags —

1
0.2 (7)

w 2000
Ga=—~=_ = 20,300 lb/hr ft2; fla0e8=2800

A Cfi 0.0985

f~a = 9 .36x10-4 6.79 280#
-— = 42.5 Btu/hr ft2 %’
0.419

3. EquivaZ@ht thermal conductance on air side

%0.0937+ 18.9

(fcA)ea = 162 + $9 = 181 Btu/hr ‘F

Gas side

fcg
G 0..8

= 5,56 X10-4 Tg0”s96 ~m (1 + l.l ~) (8)

‘g ‘

fc = 5.56 X.~4X 8.5$jX - (1,086)
~ ●

= 40,8 Btu/hr fta ‘F

1. T3nfinn.ed surface

(fcA)ug = 40.8X1.43 = 58.4 Btu/hr ‘F

2, l?~nned surface and unfinned surface

@ (175 + 58) ~$u/hr ‘F

-—-————
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3. Equivalent (fcA) on gas side

(fcA)eg = 175 + 58 = 233 Btu/hr “1?

—— = 0.00429
(fci)eg

Over-all thermal conductance:

‘“’) = Ham= 0.00552:0.00429

= 102 Btu/hr ‘1?

Since the (UA) obtained is so close to that which
was postulated in making the calculation (UA = 110 Btu/hr %)
the first approximation is within the limit of accuracy
,and will suffice.

Hence$ it c,an be said that a change in the average
temperature of the exhaust—gases has little effect upon
the overwll–thermal conductance (only 7 percent in this
case). Consequently, if the thermal performance of a heat
exchanger is known for some certain inlet temperature con-
ditions, an estimate of the thermal performance at some
other inlet temperature conditions can be obtained, witk—
out greatly impairing the accuracy of calculation, by
using equation (14) considering only the new inlet temper-
ature conditions. Such procedure neglects any change in
v~ which might be caused by the dependence of (UA) upon
tbe average temperature of the fluids flowing through the
heat exchanger.

API?ENDIx B

Predictions of the performance of the copper-stainless
steel heater were made by substitution of Ilequivalent copyer
finsll for the composite fins on the exhaust-gas side. This
idealization is permissible if the followi,~g system is vis-
ualized (see sketch); Heat flows from the gas through a
I’fluid thermal resitance” i~to the stainless steel of the
fin. In the stainless steel the heat (considering two-
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dimensional flow only) will flow into the base of the fin
and also into the copper core of the fin, The heat flow-

... ., . . ing into the copper ~~re will flow to the base of the gas–
side fin and then into the fins on the air side.

‘g
qin

If this system is considered as a group of resistances
in series and in parallel, it. will give, as a first ideal—
ization, for flow to the co~per core the fluid thermal re-
sistance of the..exhaust gas in series with the resistance
of the stainless steel. Since the fluid thermal resistance
nf the exhaust gas is much greater than that of the stain-
less steel$ and these resistances are in series, the latter
resistance may he neglected in calculating the heat flow
to the center of the fin. For flow to thp lase of the fin,
the resistance of the stainless steel is in parallel with
L,. .,‘,,.

-—. —
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the resistance of the co~mper. Because the sum of the re-
sistance of the co:~per core and co~~per fin and the fluid
thermal resistance of the vent~..latin~-air side is much
smallsr than the sum of the resistance along the stainless
steel sheath and t’he fluid thermal resistance of the un-
finned portion of the air side of the heater, and since
these sets of resistc,nces ~.r~ in paiallel, the larger re-
sistance can he neglect~d, as an a~>yroximation, in makin,-
the com-puta,tions of the h,~at flow through these cormcsite
fins. Hence, it may be s:l..idthat the COi,lVOSit!?fin of
stainless steel (k = lb %tv./hr ft~ (03’/ft)) a~?.dcoyper
(k = 210 3tu/nr ft2 (Q~/ft)) maj~ YJe considered as mn
ffequi~a~~ntlr fin Of co~~~~r alor.e.

The equation for the heat transfer from the finned
surface is valid for fi~ls of fir:ite l.en~tih with insulated
ends. This equation can he used ‘oecau.se the h~?at 10ss
from the ends nf ths air side fins is small in cornlparison
with that throuf;~.the sicles.

In tile equation for the hnat transfer from the fini?.ed
surface, the unit thermal con?u.ctance over this ~leqt~.iva-
lent cop~~erllfin would bc the sa,me as that ov~?r the stain-
less steel surface, but the Veririetcr, cross-sectional
area and thermal c(jndu.ctivity ‘.~ot?.ldhe those of ths copper
alone.

2, Boelter, L. }:, I:,, TJ!,~,rtinel~Li,R. C,, Rolqie, F+ 3*,
and Morrin, 3* H.: An Invest.i::ati.onof Aircraft
Heatsrs. XVIII - .4 Design l.!~,n~lalfor Yxhaust Gas
and Air Heat Il~chailgers, i~.~c-kA2P. ~To. 5A06, 1~4~.
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3. Boelter, L, M. K., Miller, M. A,, Sharp, W. H., and
Morrin, X. II.: An Investi~ation of Aircraft
Heaters. XI - Measured and Predicted Performance
of ‘a Slotted-”Fin Exhaust Gas and -Air Heat .Excha.nger.

‘ NACA ARR ~~0, 3D16, April 1p~3.

4. Bo~lter, II, M. IIe, Dennison, U. G,, G~ibert, A., ~.,
and Morrin, N. H..: An Investi~ation of Aircraft
Heaters, XII - l?arformance of a l’ormed-Plate Cross-
flow Exhaust Gas and Air Heat Xlxchanfler. NACA ARR
No. 3EI0, Yay 1943.

~. Boelter, L. M. K., Gui%ert, A. G., ]tiller, MO A,, and
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RESULTS ON FINNED-TYPE HEATER :

UC-I SHROUD

TABLE I – EXPERIMENTAL

ALUMINUM-ALLOY

%2a2‘EXHAUST- GAS SIDE —

ZrK

— AIR SIDE

/?(7/7

No.

z.

“F

z, $
+--a

4zj
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9?4
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3$52

s96c9

/Lw6
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3/60

45.0

/s4

/22
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/070

/7dv

26~

/2+

93
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T/WLE II - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON FINNED-TYPE HEATER

ALUMINUM-ALLOY A-7 SHROUD
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m?!
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/8/0
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/66
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/0/
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TABLE Et – EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON FINNED- TYPE HEATER

COPPER- STAINLESS STEEL UC-1 SHROUD :
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TABLE IX - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON FINNED-TYPE HEATER

COPPER- STAINLESS STEEL A-7 SHROUD

Slc

422

;1

A%

“F

— AI lDE— OVER

A%x

“F

/26@

/280

/270

/z9&

/..w

/z6@

/2m

/z9&

//80

.L PERI

(&A)
4Ytiti.
& “z=

/2.8

/3(7

/38

/42

914

/03

8a 8

/09

844

d7?6

&l&u

ziEE-VW

No

/

2

3

de

?0

?/

?y

i?z

24

?5

?7

AR’ %6,
Znufws
4+0“f ●F -F--F
//7

z’6

/3/

23.7

678

/[8

338

?Z3

3.30

6.8/

222

/6/

/68

/75

/83

//5

/29

/07

/v@

9g6

/08

/24
—,—

///

/3/

/m

/o#

/3/

/26

//4

/54

//4

/3/

/5.

9/20

4/20

5650

s&o

-?7m

2708

26*

27m

/9-

/~7f7

/970

/“4

/46

/5’3

/67

4W8

S?20

&“/

//3

&a z

6P9

84+

U77
HEATER

a 87 TEMPS.
NOT

RECORDED

/..5

/08

/08

/07

/09

/09

//3

/09

//3

///

/09

4/8

344

437

373

449

395

558

329

5..8

43/

305

3/3

236

329

266

340

286

4’45

220

4/5

3“0

/96

2/30

29’d

Zzm

2“

/400

/00

#o

Z630

SW..

/.3-

2630

/5657

/s64

/s8z

/s82

/573

/573

/59/

/58z

/458

/433

/+f8z

/473

/442

/4+7

/477

/428

/455

A&S

/398

/s@

/569

[s56

/230

/270



TABLE V - ISOTHEH!AALPRESSURE DROP MTA

Ventilating-Air Side

I I I I I

h w G A P~80 = ~%ct + AP;tr
k..

lb/k Ib,/%r ftz in. H20 in. H20 I in. H20 K

.2

9

2
—

—

—

4

1

~
—

4

8

5
—

COpper-Stainle8s

1. Full-crossflow (UC-1) shroud.

x
2. Circumferential-flow (A-7) shroud

1000 10, IW 2.70

1500 15,200 6.10

2WI 25,400 17.3

1. Full-orossflow (UC-1) a’hroud

1040 S,440 0.26

2640 6,740 1.50

4200 13,6QD 3.63
I 1

2. Circumferential-flow (A-7) shroud

1030 I 9,030 I 1.77

2270 I 19, s00 I 7.65

4160 I 36,600 I 2S.9

●) K defined by ~ . K ~ , ft.

I ,

2g

:eel Heater

0.06

0.20

0.56

:er

0.09

0.22

0.56

0.17

1.16

2.65

0.19

0.22

0.56

-

3.6*

3.5

3.5

7.6b

7.9

8.0

4.9a

5.1

4.6

606b

6.1

5.6

TABLE VI - ISOTHERMAL PR2SSURE DROP DATA

!i
b c ~

Run w G AP;ao AP:”etA?;tr A P;tr
mesa,

No.

prod.’ Re K &
lb/%r lb/kr ftz in. H20 in.H20 in.H20 inoH20, ml

1-

Copper-Stainless Steel Heater

1500 10,600 O.zea 0.06 0.22

3000 Zl,lixl 1.07 0.24 0.63

6000 42,200 4.13 0.97 3,16

[

s

6

3

1

1660

3300

5130

9170

Alua

15,200

30,300

47,000

64,200

mmdlloy

0.59

2.12

4,90

16.6

later

T

O.OB 0.51

0.30 1.62

0.71 4.19

2.s0 13.3

1110.16 18,700 0.66

0.59 37,400 0.63

0.4B

1.66

3.93

11.8

●) For aoppc.r-stainlems steel haater, values of d P’1s0
were interpolated from Plot, figure 19.

b) For method of predating AP~tr,me text.
2

A ‘htr ‘mc) K defined by — .K_=K Hz

v
2g

2g(A” Y “36(24/

122,100 0,7

44,000 0.69

6S,400 0.66

122,0WI 0.66

6P1S0 ~ um2 ~
b) K defined by — =

v
—D
2g cd

(n



TASLEVII - IJON-ISOTHERMAL PRESSORE DROP OATA

Aluminum-Al loy Heater

Full-crossf low (UC-1) shroud

Run v G +sOs %OLO A ‘non-isc
‘1 ‘2 ‘ave pred. mens.

No. lb/hr lbk ft 2 ‘R ‘R ‘R in.2i20 in. H20 in.H20

Exhaust-Gas Side

17 2050 18,800 1403 1331 1367 0.86 2.20 2.o5

i4 3200 35, em 1454 1395 1425 3.00 8.22 7.52

io 5680 52,000 1458 1407 1433 6.CQ 16..7 16.3

—

13

15

9

Ventilating-1.ir Side

1780 5, 90Q 552 674 616 0.72

26~ 8,800 555 626 591 1.47

S160 10,500 546 63+ 591 2.05

0.95

1.77

2.53

0.83

1.72

2.48

~) vduim of AP’ ~~o tire intarpolmted from plot of M1 i~o VS. % of fhwa 14.

b) Prediction tiaed on equation (13).

.
TABL12 VIII - NON-IS02!2NIW4L PRESSORE DROP :

Almiam-Alloy Eemter

Ciremfercmtial-flow (A-7) shrouA

Run T G T1 Tivi A P;,: & P~On;i~o A p:On-i,o
‘2

pred. m?as .

NO. lb k lb/%r f2 ‘R ‘R ‘R in.H O in.2i O inoH2@
—

14

11

23

12

13

14

1810

3460

5’760

10CQ

1880

2660

1-
16,610 1386

31,800 1467

52,600 1437

8,7m

16,500

23, S00

Rxhl

1297

1362

1390

St-Ger,

13!2

1425

1314

Lde

0.69

2.47

6.20 T1.71 1.3S

6.34 5.95

17.0 16.6

Ventilat&Air Side

1014 1180 1097 l.m 2.10 1.92

1014 1123 1069 5.49 6.24 6,8?

1014 1036 1055 10.5 11.7 11.4

!j

b) Prediction lnssd on eqution(13).



m

TABLE IX -

~

NON-ISOTHERMAL PRESSURE DROP MTA TABLE X - NON-ISOTHERMAL PRESSURE DROP. MTA

E

r“--””” Copper-Stainless Steel Heater I
Full-crossflow (UC-1) shroud

Run w G T1 A P;30’ Q%J’60 A p;on-iso
?2 ‘ave pred. mea B.

No. lbl%r ltJhr ft2 ‘R ‘R ‘R in.H20 in.H20 in.H20

Exhaust-Gas Side

3 5690 40,100 i954 1902 1928 3.94 15.5 14.5

9 2800 19,m 2016 1920 1968 0.99 3.88 3.61

12 2490 17,4410 2006 1906 1956 0.79 3.06 2.94 FRun

No.

27

20

1

3

Ventilating-Air Side

7 1030 3,923 552 641 696 0.25 0.45

11 1680 6,390 552 760 656 0.61 0.97

10 2660 10,1W 553 703 62B 1.42 2.05

-i
0.40

-!
0.91

2.06

Copper-Stainless Steel Heater

Circumferential-flow (A-7) shrot

1970

2700

4120

5650

1 I

13, S@

19,0Q0

29,000

39,800

24 I 990 I 10,100

I20 I 1390I 14100
21 I 1870

I

19Jm

d valuesof ~P1i.~ Wre inteml~te~ from plot of Ap’ iao VS- % Of fiSU 16”

b) Prediction basad- on aquntion (13).

-

2ol&

2033

2025

2042

aP;on-:*o AP;on-i~

pred. rnen6.
in.E20 in.H20

l%hauat-Gns Side

185s 1937 0.49 1.78 1.82

1902 I 1967

1918 I 1971

E..l-x
Vent ilating-Air

57s

569

569

569

988 ’780

909 7s9

S55 712

-0.90 I 3.38 I 3.35

2.00

I

7.62

I

7.83

3,65 14.2 c 15.1

lde

II

2.65 4.20 3.38

5.20 7.60 6.7B

9.45 13.3 11.8

19.0 24.6 22.s

a) Valuesof 4 P~~m interpolated from plot of 4 P~sO va. Wa

of figure 17.

b) Prediction based on equation (13).
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Figs. 1,2,3$4

FQures 1 and 2.– Photographs of copper-stainless
steel heater.

Figures 3 and 4.- Photographs of aluminum-alloy heater.
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